Neurobiology of associative learning in the neonate: early olfactory learning.
Mammalian neonates have been simultaneously described as having particularly poor memory, as evidenced by infantile amnesia, and as being particularly excellent learners with unusually plastic nervous systems that are easily influenced by experience. An understanding of the neurobiological constraints and mechanisms of early learning may contribute to a unified explanation of these two disparate views. Toward that end, we review here our work on the neurobiology of learning and memory in neonates. Specifically, we have examined the neurobiology of early learning using an olfactory classical conditioning paradigm. Olfactory classical conditioning in neonates at the behavioral level conforms well with the requirements and outcomes of classical conditioning described in adults. Furthermore, specific neural correlates of this behavioral conditioning have been described including anatomical and physiological changes, neural pathways, and modulatory systems. In this Review, we outline the behavioral paradigm, the identified neural correlates, and apparent mechanisms of this learning. Finally, we compare the neurobiology of early learning with that reported for mature animals, with specific reference to the role of US-CS convergence, memory modulation, consolidation, and distributed memory.